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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED
of the Cuban Communist Party, editorialized on the stripping of rank and position of Major Ramon AMELJERAS.

AMELJERAS was a long-time friend of Fidel Castro and the Cuban revolution and was the first chief of the Cuban National Revolutionary Police. He was removed in about 1961 and given various assignments, including a trip to Europe which was intended to bring about his better understanding of communism and indoctrination with the same. His nickname in Spanish is "la Yerbita" ("The Little herb"), which is a nickname stemming from his notoriety as a marijuana smoker. MM T-2 called attention to the fact that all of AMELJERAS' vices have been known to the police long before CASTRO's advent to power, but it is only now that his vices, corruptness, and misconduct form sufficient reason for his removal from all positions of authority.

The editorial in "Granma" stated that this action was due to his irresponsible conduct and the great harm he was doing to his own prestige and that of the revolution by maintaining friendly relations with "anti-social elements, vagabonds, and corrupt individuals". It was then noted that AMELJERAS has had a close friendship and association with former Major RODOLFO CORILO, mentioned above as under trial for plotting to kill FIDEL CASTRO and overthrow the government. The article stated that the conduct of AMELJERAS was incompatible with the rank of Major in the Rebel Army, Vice Minister of the Armed Forces, and above all, with that of being a member of the Central Committee of the Communist Party to which he was elected in recognition of his outstanding war record, his terrible suffering in which he lost three brothers in the struggle, and with the hope that he would make a maximum effort to overcome his defects.

MM T-2, a source with many years experience as both a police and who maintains contact with
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some sources in Cuba, informed on March 12, 1966, that FIDEL CASTRO is accompanied, when he travels, by his physician, Major EMANUEL CORETA, who is a communist married to a Hungarian refugee. / by ARMANDO VARGAS, a member of the Central Committee of the Cuban Communist Party, and JOSE MANUEL CUBBAS, also a member of the Cuban Communist Party.

MM T-2 stated that some of the high officials of the Rebel Army who formerly took turns in accompanying FIDEL CASTRO on his trips throughout the country and in the capital itself, look unfavorably upon the preference which the head of the Cuban government now appears to place in these three persons, especially KART and MANCU, whom they consider to be riding on the victor's "band wagon" without being true communists insofar as their political ideals are concerned. This jealousy has not reached such a stage as to be regarded as a threat to CASTRO's secure control and domination of the inner circles, but it is a dissident factor and is definitely making some headway.

MM T-2 stated that during part of the time when FIDEL CASTRO was attempting to overthrow the government of FULGENCIO BARTALON, ROOLANDO CUBELAS and RAUL CHOMON resided together in Miami. They were intimate friends and both are widely reported by Cuban, including Cuban physicians, to be efferent and sexual perverts. RAUL CHOMON was an early ambassador of love to the Soviet Union. He was then a Minister of Communications, and now a Minister of Transportation and also a member of the Central Committee of the Cuban Communist Party. MM T-2 stated that it could well be that ROOLANDO CUBELAS may now be used by the Cuban government in order to purge CHOMON from a position of title and authority.